
 
The Open Graphics Library (OpenGL) is used for visualizing 2D and 
3D data. It is a multipurpose open-standard graphics library that 
supports applications for 2D and 3D digital content creation, 
mechanical and architectural design, virtual prototyping, flight 
simulation, video games, and more. You use OpenGL to configure a 
3D graphics pipeline and submit data to it. Vertices are transformed 
and lit, assembled into primitives, and rasterized to create a 2D 
image. OpenGL is designed to translate function calls into graphics 
commands that can be sent to underlying graphics hardware. 

Because this underlying hardware is dedicated to processing graphics commands, 
OpenGL drawing is typically very fast. 
Because OpenGL ES is a C-based API, it is extremely portable and widely supported. As a C 
API, it integrates seamlessly with Objective-C Cocoa Touch apps. The OpenGL ES 
specification does not define a windowing layer; instead, the hosting operating system must 
provide functions to create an OpenGL ES rendering context, which accepts commands, and 
a framebuffer, where the results of any drawing commands are written to. Working with 
OpenGL ES on iOS requires using iOS classes to set up and present a drawing surface and 
using platform-neutral API to render its contents. 
 

v Introduction	to	3-D	Graphics	
o Basic	Terminology	
o 3-D	Graphics	Pipeline	

v Introduction	to	OpenGL	ES	API	
o What	is	OpenGL	ES	
o OpenGL	ES	Standard	libraries	and	headers	
o Naming	conventions	
o Rendering	Pipeline	
o State	machine	

v iOS	and	OpenGL	ES		
v The performance of OpenGL ES apps in iOS differs from that of OpenGL in OS X or 

other desktop operating systems. Although powerful computing devices, iOS–based 
devices do not have the memory or CPU power that desktop or laptop computers 
possess. Embedded GPUs are optimized for lower memory and power usage, using 



algorithms different from those a typical desktop or laptop GPU might use. 
Rendering your graphics data inefficiently can result in a poor frame rate or 
dramatically reduce the battery life of an 
iOS-based device. 

o Set	up	OpenGL	ES	project	
§ OpenGL	Project	Template	

o iOS	and	Framebuffer	
o CALayer	based	setup	
o Configuring	OpenGL	ES	Context	
o Setting	up	Viewport	
o Setting	up	Projections	

§ Perspective	
§ Orthographic	

	
o Shader	Basics	

OpenGL ES apps use several vertex and fragment shaders, and it is often useful 
to reuse the same fragment shader with different vertex shaders or vice versa. 

Because the core OpenGL ES specification requires a vertex and 
fragment shader to be linked together in a single shader program, 
mixing and matching shaders results in a large number of 
programs, increasing the total shader compile and link time when 
you initialize your app. OpenGL ES limits the number of each 
variable type you can use in a vertex or fragment shader.  

The OpenGL ES specification doesn’t 
require implementations to provide a 
software fallback when these limits are 
exceeded; instead, the shader simply fails 

to compile or link. When developing your app you must 
ensure that no errors occur during shader compilation	. 

§ Fragment	&	Vertex	Shader	
§ Loading	and	Compiling	Shaders	 	

	
v Drawing	Basics	

o 2-D	Coordinate	System	
o 3-D	Coordinate	System	

We start using 4x4 matrices to deal with Euclidean 
Transformations and use a vector with 4 elements to 
describe a point the space (X,Y,Z,W). The W is an 
Homogeneous Coordinate element. The image above 
shows how a Matrix 4x4 and a Quaternions looks like 
visually.  
 
As you saw, the matrix has 3 independent slots for 
translation (position X,Y,Z), but the other instructions 
are mixed in its red area. Each rotation (X,Y and Z) 
affects 4 slots and each scale (X,Y and Z) affects 1 slot.  
 
 



 
	

o Drawing	States	
o Passing	geometry	to	OpenGL	

§ Buffer	Objects	
§ Vertex	Buffer	Objects	 	

o Drawing	Primitives	
o Matrix	Management	
o Camera	
o Animation	

The human's eye is as convex lens, it converge the 
image to form the upside-down image on retina. 
Usually the camera's lens is formed by multiple lenses 
convexes and concaves ones, but the final image 
looks like more a convex lens, just like the human's 
eye. 
The final image depend on many factors, not just the 
type of the lens, but in general words, the image 
bellow shows how a picture looks like behind each 
kind of lens. 

v Viewing	
o Viewing	and	Modelling		Transformations	
o Projection	Transformation	

The Orthographic projection doesn't exist 
in real world, it's impossible to the 
human's eyes receive the images at this 
way, because there is always has a vanish 
point on the images formed by our eyes. 
So the real cameras always capture the 
image with a Perspective projection. 

o Clipping	planes	
o Hidden	Surface	Removal	
o Culling	

v Colors,	Material	&	Lighting	
o Color	Shade	model	
o Defining	Material	properties	
o Lighting	Basics	
o Light	Models	in	OpenGL	
o Creating	light	sources	

Traditional OpenGL and OpenGL ES implementations provide a 
fixed-function blending stage, illustrated in Figure. Before issuing a 
draw call, you specify a blending operation from 
a fixed set of possible parameters. After your 
fragment shader outputs color data for a pixel, 
the OpenGL ES blending stage reads color data 
for the corresponding pixel in the destination 
framebuffer, then combines the two according to the specified 
blending operation to produce an output color. 
 



	
v Loading	Models	

o Loading	objects		
o common	data format	

v 	Alpha	Blending			
o Blending	Basics	
o Blending	Equation	

v Texture	Mapping	
o Texture	basics	
o Loading	Textures	
o Texture	Filtering	
o Texture	Objects	
o Mapping	Texture	to	geometry	

Binding to a texture takes time for OpenGL ES to process. Apps that reduce the number of 
changes they make to OpenGL ES state perform better. For textures, one way to avoid 
binding to new textures is to combine multiple smaller textures into a single large texture, 
known as a texture atlas. When you use a texture atlas, you can bind a single texture and 
then make multiple drawing calls that use that texture, or even coalesce multiple drawing 
calls into a single draw call. The texture coordinates provided in your vertex data are 
modified to select the smaller portion of the texture from within the atlas. 
	

	

	

	

	

v Interactive	Graphics	
	

o Cocoa	Touch	and	OpenGL	ES	
 
The Cocoa Touch layer contains key frameworks 
for building iOS apps. These frameworks define 
the appearance of your app. They also provide the 
basic app infrastructure and support for key 
technologies such as multitasking, touch-based 
input, push notifications, and many high-level 
system services. 
 
 

o Touch	Events	

The touch events interfaces are relatively low-level APIs that can be used to 
support application specific multi-touch interactions such as a two-finger 
gesture. A multi-touch interaction starts when a finger (or stylus) first 
touches the contact surface. Other fingers may subsequently touch the 
surface and optionally move across the touch surface. The interaction ends 
when the fingers are removed from the surface. During this interaction, an 
application receives touch events during the start, move and end phases. 



Touch events are similar to mouse events except they support simultaneous touches and 
at different locations on the touch surface. 

v GL	Shading	Language	(GLSL)		
o Introduction	to	Programmable	OpenGL	

Pipeline	
o Comparing	Fixed	function	and	

programmable	pipeline	
o OpenGL	Shader	programming	model		
o Introduction	to	GLSL	

o Simple	Shader	example	
v Vertex	Shader	

o Vertex	Shader	basics	
o Customized	Vertex	Transformation	
o Lighting	

v Fragment	Shader	
o Fragment	shader	basics	
o Manipulate	Color	
o Image	processing	

v Framebuffer	
o Components	of	Framebuffer	
o Stencil	Buffer	

v Frame	Buffer	Objects	
o Introduction	
o Using	Frame	Buffer	Objects	
o Rendering	on	Textures	

v GLKit	
The GLKit framework provides functions and classes that reduce the effort required 
to create new shader-based apps or to port existing apps that rely on fixed-function 
vertex or fragment processing provided by earlier versions of OpenGL ES or OpenGL.	
It	use math libraries, background texture loading, pre-created shader effects, and a 
standard view and view controller to implement your rendering loop. 
 

o Introducing	GLKit	
o Using	GLKit	in	iOS	
o GLKit	based	drawing	

	
v Introduction	to	OpenGL	3.x	

o What’s	new	in	OpenGL	ES	3.0,	3.1	and	3.2	
o Examples	

OpenGL ES 3.0 is fully backward compatible with OpenGL ES 2.0 which means that all 
your shaders targeted at OpenGL ES 2.0 keep running just fine. To use the new 
features provided by OpenGL ES 3.0 you need to use the new OpenGL Shading 
Language (GLSL 3.00) in your shader. The update of the language includes among 
other things new language constructs that give you access to the new features of 
OpenGL ES 3.0 (e.g., 3D textures) but it also makes changes to already existing 
features (e.g., the lookup function for a texture2D).  


